Happy Linux Modules on GitHub, started conversion to PHP7 and XOOPS 2.5.8 - Modules
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Just wanted to let you know that I have added to GitHub few old Happy Linux modules created by Kenichi OHWADA, as I started to work on updating them for XOOPS 2.5.8 and PHP 7. They are now in our Archive of old modules:

https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/happy_linux
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/timeline
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/weblinks
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/webmap
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/webmap3
https://github.com/XoopsModulesArchive/webphoto

I've forked them to my repository and had already a first conversion attempt, so if you're interested, you can take a look:

https://github.com/mambax7/happy_linux
https://github.com/mambax7/timeline
https://github.com/mambax7/weblinks
https://github.com/mambax7/webmap
https://github.com/mambax7/webmap3
https://github.com/mambax7/webphoto

Anybody who is using them, is welcome to contribute, so please fork them, and start sending some improved code! 🍎

Please note: these modules are not planned to be officially supported by me, i.e. I am not going to spend much time on them. But since this week I was doing a lot of conversions of older XOOPS modules, I thought, I'll give it a try... 😊